Copy of a letter to
Obediah Tate

Sir,

Your favor of the 1st of August has been received, and I have been since informed by your last that the ship on which it arrived has already left. I am glad to hear that the suit is not pressed, and that the parties are willing to be reconciled. I shall be happy to do anything in my power to promote a settlement of the affair.

I have been informed by Mr. Jones that the draught of the letter you wrote to him was in consequence of a request from yourself. The affording of the above house have been written to, and satisfactory answers given, and appear rather to satisfy than to prevent in consequence.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

[Signature]

P.S. I have directed my servant to send you a letter in consequence of the affair.
advice you on the subject I had become
 lately very anxious respecting, the course our affairs
in the Colony were taking having received a letter from
my Departure I am highly gratified at
the favourable prospect you mention, and feel
confident from the handsom manner in which
you have heretofore supported our interest the
nothing will still be wanting of your part
for the furtherance of it by your next visit.
I trust forward plans to receive. Hope to
find the office you have tendered to prevent
further litigation are accepted of. To this
then know what course to pursue in this
country which I must be quite convinced
of without something final settled inasmuch
you will please to write when you write a clear
and concise
of the exact situation of my
estate or rather that of myself and Brother
as to whom as yet I have not been able to give any like
satisfactory account the opposite parties to us in
this country have all along been misled by the
more pretentious of the manner in which they
were situated and were going on in the Colony
since I leave behind to do so the Author
since there will be no occasion for me to want
to such ungentlemanish and unjustifiable men

to forward these views in future, when I submitted
you from Holland I enclosed some letters to
establish a claim against the Booley & Co., with six
in their behalf and myself and partner trust
they were received safely and hope you have
succeeded in getting credit for the aforesaid
which would be sufficient to balance the debt
of March 29 due from our portion of the debt to
the Booleys & Co. (I believe) I have some money
also in this country which if it be advisable
you can draw upon me for to pay the balance
due to the other parties.